
ASHRAE WINE SURVIVOR EVENT                         
RULES 

 

BRRR! Tired of the cold? Get out of the cold and Join the Alaska Chapter of ASHRAE on the “Island” for an 

evening of dinner and fun….and MAYBE win a ton of Wine! All money raised from this event will go to 

support Research and Promotion and our local Scholarship Fund. 

 

RULES: 

 Your ticket in the door gets you two entries into the game. 

 Throughout the evening, we will be pulling entries out of 

the bucket. Names drawn have been "voted off the island".  The last three names of the night 

drawing will win all the wine! See distribution levels in the table below. 

 First Losers: The first three people to have both their tickets drawn and are voted “off the 

island” and eliminated from the game will a bottle of wine each. (total of 3 bottles to share). 

 You can purchase "immunities" and "alliances" to increase your chances of winning the stash 

of wine. 

 $10 for 1 immunity, which is another name in the bucket.  

o Max of 3 immunities can be purchased per person. 

 $15 for 1 alliance, which can include 2-4 people (but never the same grouping twice).  

o If an alliance is the last entry in the bucket, the members split the wine between them. 

 You can only purchase an alliance or immunity if you still have at least 1 entry in the bucket. 

You cannot purchase and alliance or immunity if your last entry has been drawn. 

PRIZE LEVELS: Final numbers will be determined by the number of participants.  

  

Based on 80 participants 

Last Survivor (50%)  40 Bottles of Wine 

2nd Last Survivor (30%)  24 Bottles of Wine 

3rd Last Survivor  (20%)  16 Bottles of Wine 

First Losers                                        1 Bottle of Wine  

NOTES: 

 All winners and participants must be 21 years old or older. 

 The wine must be bottled and sealed commercially (not homemade). 

 All wine must be corked/capped and sealed when brought to the event.  

 No wine won maybe consumed on site.  

 All wine won must be removed from site at the end of the night. 


